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I can’t be the first one to stop the fighting,
because he would kill me then.
He has to be the first to cease. If so, I wouldn’t kill him.
Because I am a man.
If he looked up at the stars, he’d understand.
When you look at the stars, you understand a lot of things.

The enemy is very tired. Now I know that.
And I know that he has a family waiting for him at home.
If this war were to end,
we could both go back to our own homes.
If only the war would end. I don’t think it would take much.

I

nspired by historical
events, ‘The Enemy’ is a
highly contemporary picture book that speaks both
to adults, and also to children
from late primary school age
upwards.
The product of an award-winning French author/illustrator
collaboration, ‘The Enemy’ is
a moving and poetic meditation on the big questions in the
tradition of Antoine de SaintExupéry’s timeless classic ‘The
Little Prince’.
Set in a war that could be any
war, the tale is narrated by a soldier who tells of his loneliness,
deprivations, fears, irritations
and, finally, his resolve to end
his part in the fighting.
In exploring his own emotions
about a conflict seemingly without end or reason, he comes to
suspect his enemy is not the
inhuman barbarian he has been
warned about, but may just be
a frightened, tired victim of
propaganda like himself.

He could send me a message to tell me:
We’re ending the war now.
If he sent me this message, I would accept it right away.
So what is he waiting for?

Serge Bloch’s unforgettable
artwork, which combines photographic collage, simple line
drawings and a masterful use
of white space, will make this
book a collectable for all those
who admire illustrated books of
the highest quality.
At a time when many of the
world’s conflicts—including
those in which Australia is an
active participant—seem to be
drifting interminably on, this
is a book that offers hope that
conflict and violence can give
way to peace, compassion and
understanding.
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